Join us for the
iatricSystems Spring Exchange
iatricSystems Spring Exchange Full Agenda
Choose to register for one, two or all three tracks, below:

Tuesday, April 27th

Privacy Track
Promote Patient Privacy with AI and Prevent Cyberattacks

11:00 AM ET
Opening Remarks and Keynote Address: "The Game-Winning 3"
Rob Rhodes, Executive Vice President, iatricSystems, Inc. welcomes you to the iatricSystems Spring Exchange. In this exciting
keynote, Dave Devlin explores how leadership is not just about becoming your best … but also making everyone around you
better.

12:00 PM ET
Meet AVA - Your Advanced Virtual Assistant
What would your workload look like if you had an advanced virtual assistant to help you streamline patient privacy monitoring?
Find out by joining Steve Walker as he dives into the latest innovation in patient privacy – AVA. You’ll learn how AVA brings value
to your privacy team by spotting suspicious activity and automatically collects actionable information for your team to investigate.

12:30 PM ET
Entertainment Break #1: Day 1

12:45 PM ET
Patient Privacy: New Challenges and Modern Solutions
There’s no question, patient privacy has evolved over the past year, and preventing breaches has become more challenging. Join
in on the conversation between product expert Rich Murphy and a guest hospital as they discuss their unique challenges and the
solutions they’ve implemented to enhanced patient privacy.

Day 1 Agenda Continued on Next Page.
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Tuesday, April 27th

Privacy Track
Promote Patient Privacy with AI and Prevent Cyberattacks

1:45

PM ET

Entertainment Break #2: Day 1

2:00

PM ET

Healthcare and Ransomware: Best Practices to Secure Your Organization and Mitigate Risk
Join cybersecurity experts from Field Effect to learn best practices for combating the rise of ransomware in the healthcare
industry. Hear personal experiences from guest speakers to gain critical insight into the motivating factors of cybercriminals and
how to reduce risk and protect patient data.

3:00 PM ET
Vendor Risk Management and Managing Cybersecurity Problems with Limited Resources
Security Strategist, Randy Waterman and Business Development Regional Manager, Leah Donahue give an in-depth look into
vendor risk management: how to get started, overcoming common challenges, what to avoid and what to expect when
tackling a vendor risk management program.
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Wednesday, April 28th

Clinical Track
Clinical Best Practices to Boost Patient Safety

11:00 AM ET
Opening Remarks and Keynote Address: "The Pressure-Free Method"
Bic Vogel, Vice President of Shared Services, iatricSystems, Inc. welcomes you to the iatricSystems Spring Exchange. Our
keynote for today is High Performance Coach Elle Ingalls. Elle will present her Pressure-Free Method, an on-the-go stress
management method that allows you to achieve improved health and performance with less stress, anger, and anxiety.

12:00 PM ET
MobiLab ROI: Benefits of Barcode Specimen Collection
Positive patient identification is key when it comes to barcode specimen collection in your hospital. It increases efficiency and
eliminates labeling errors, which be costly. Join Gere Acevado and learn how investing in positive patient identification is an
investment in your hospital's future.

1:00 PM ET
Entertainment Break #1: Day 2

1:15 PM ET
The Journey to Improving Patient Safety with SmartPump
If you’re considering smart pump integration at your hospital, join Alberta Guy to discover what the journey to improving patient
safety truly looks like. You’ll learn what considerations to make ahead of time, understand the implementation processes and set
realistic expectations.

2:15 PM ET
Entertainment Break #2: Day 2

2:30 PM ET
The Benefits of Real-Time Tracking and Actionable Data
Dashboarding tools are great at collecting data, but how you decipher that information can significantly impact your hospital.
Join our panel of experts as they dive into the benefits of tracking patient data in real-time. You’ll see real-world examples of
how hospitals can track infection like COVID and Sepsis and other use cases of how you can streamline labor and delivery
wards.
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Thursday, April 29th

Report Writing Track
Streamline Report Development & Eliminate Data Quality Issues for Clinicians

11:00 AM ET
Opening Remarks and Keynote Address: "The Game-Winning 3"
Shanna DeLeo, Vice President of Professional Services, iatricSystems, Inc. welcomes you to the iatricSystems Spring
Exchange. In this exciting keynote, Dave Devlin explores how leadership is not just about becoming your best … but also
making everyone around you better.

11:45 AM ET
Entertainment Break #1: Day 3

12:00 PM ET
Exploring a Data Quality Framework
Join us to walk through a SQL-based process to monitor your applications (Meditech, Epic, Lawson, etc.) for data quality issues
on an automatic basis. We’ll review how the process works, how quality reports are delivered to your business line managers,
how to use the dashboards for root cause analysis and trending in support of process improvement.

12:45 PM ET
Entertainment Break #2: Day 3

1:00

PM ET

Optimizing the Reporting Portal
Is your reporting portal a mess? Do you have multiple versions of the same report? Can’t find all of your scheduled reports?
Join us to review how to reconfigure (or set up for the first time!) your SSRS-based reporting portal and make it easy to
maintain, more flexible, ready for mobile users and faster to update.

2:00

PM ET

Feeding Clinical Data Using Report Writing Services
Join Phil Sherry and David McVeigh to learn more about how you can feed your data through powerful report writing tools.

